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Overview
Prevention or protection, what would you pick? What if you had the option of picking both…
In today’s modern world, protection of your business has become more important than ever and with breaches and
crime caused by human elements, our job is to study these beings and create boundaries that anticipate and pro-actively provide alerts for absolute prevention and protection.
We don’t believe in vulnerability.
Transport gives criminals the freedom of mobility to operate wherever and whenever they choose, striking with
speed, precision and force. Vehicles are therefore a critical component in the way criminal syndicates operate.
With Nashua’s Smart ANPR System, a superior Automatic number-plate recognition technology (ANPR), you and your
business are protected through license plate recognition and access control. This real-time technology solution
integrates with intelligence and human ingenuity to create a comprehensive surveillance platform that prevents,
protects and provides you with the right data, at any given time.

How does ANPR technology work?
A Smart Surveillance Solution, the technology uses automatic optical character image recognition, to read vehicle
registration plates and generate vehicle location data. It can use existing closed-circuit television, road-rule enforcement
cameras, or high deﬁnition Hikvision ANPR Cameras for the task. ANPR software can be used in various applications for
law enforcement purposes, including to check if a vehicle is registered or licensed or has been involved in any suspicious
or criminal activities. Nashua’s ANPR solution connects to multiple live databases and provides real time data on
vehicles. Triggers are assessed and responses and alerts triggered immediately, as deﬁned by you!

Who would beneﬁt from this solution?
Businesses, Corporate Oﬃces and Business Parks
• Vehicle Access Control allows for eﬀective parking safety
and management, which are critical concerns, especially in the retail sector
• Create a safe environment for employees and customers

Residential Living Estates
• Create safe living environment through Access Control
• Entrance and exit management of vehicles
• Ensure speed limits are adhered to through speed detection
and apprehension of perpetrators
• Vehicle location tracking and additional driver identity checks
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